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•
WARNING

THE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS ON
OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND
LUBRICATION IN THIS MANUAL
ARE MOST IMPORTANT, and you can-
not expect satisfactory service from your
hammers unless they are followed implicitly.

They have been made as concise as pos-
sible, and the few minutes required to famili-
arize yourself with them can save you many
dollars in service.

VULCAN mON WORKS

PII.NT&D IN V ••• A.
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MANUALINSTRUCTION

FOREWORD
_This manual has been prepared for the purpose of .{

_providing helpful and necessary instructions for the to,
operation, care and maintenance of your SUPER-,·
VULCAN OPEN-TYPE pile hammers to enable them;
to deliver the most satisfactory service throughout the .
many hundreds of hours they are built to serve you.
The instructions given are the result of careful consid-
eration of factory and field experience, and cover the
best methods of procedure for operation, lubrication, :
maintenance and overhaul of Vulcan Hammers.

Great care has been taken to avoid undue stressing of t
minor details, and when minor items have been made" ---
prominent it is because experience has amply dictated h
the wisdom of giving these points especial care and
attention.

The manufacturer strongly recommends that the
instructions given herein be followed implicitly in the
operation of the hammers covered and in the perform-
ance of any work on them, and it is not recommended
that any service or repairs other than are covered in
this manual be attempted outside of the factory. The
manufacturer advocates that for major overhaul, or in-
stallation of any major parts, its hammers be taken to
an authorized representative of the Vulcan Iron Works
or shipped to the factory. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT
NO UNNECESSARY OR AMATEUR SERVICE
BE PERFORMED ON THE HAMMERS AS
THESE HAVE BEEN FOUND IN MOST CASES
TO BE DETRIMENTAL OR ACTUALLY DISAS-
TROUS.

Suggestions or constructive criticism toward im-
provement of this manual in any way, to make it more
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comprehensive or effective, will be welcomed. Supple-
mentary pages will be issued if any changes are made
in the models covered herein or whenever any better
methods of operation or maintenance are discovered
and proven.

It has been the aim of the manufacturer to build a
hammer to give the maximum of service with the min-
imum of attention other than proper lubrication and
adjustments; the latest knowledge in design has been
combined with the best materials obtainable and the
finest and most painstaking workmanship to attain this
end.

WARRANTY
The Vulcan Iron Works warrant the Pile Hammer

described in this Manual to be constructed in a sub-
stantial and workmanlike manner of the best materials
for the service intended.

Should any part of the machine prove to be defective
within sixty days from the time it is put into operation,
the manufacturer will replace such part, F.O.B. our
plant, upon its return for examination, to the Vulcan
Iron Works, transportation charge prepaid, provided
that the failure has not been caused by misuse, abuse
or neglect on the part of the user.

As it is easily possible to overload a pile hammer to
a very great extent, it becomes impossible to warrant
the hammer parts against failure in service for there are
no existing means for preventing the material in the
hammer from being stressed beyond the limit of its
endurance.

Claim for contingent damages or for expense in-
curred in transportation, repairs or delays will not be
allowed.

SINCE 1852
DESIGNING AND MANUFACTURING PILE HAMMERS AND

PILE DRIVING EQUIPMENT

VULCAN mON WORKS
(INCORPORATED)

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. U.S.A.
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OPERATION - MAINTENAN~
LEADERS

The use of some form of leaders, to guide the hammer
whenever possible is recommended; as well as a suit-
able type of accessory to accommodate the kind and
shape of pile to be driven. If the hammer is to be used
in skid leaders, provision should be made for spreading
the leaders at the bottom, or for the easy removal of a
portion of one of the leader sticks, so that the hammer
can be placed in position between the leaders, with the
STEAM CHEST TOWARD THE REAR. The same
method may be used in placing the hammer in hanging
leaders; however, a much more simple way is to raise
the leaders and lower them over the hammer.

Regardless of the style of the leaders used, hammer
jaws should have Yz" play between the faces and the
leader sticks, and 7:4" clearance sideways between
flanges forming jaws on the hammer and side of leader
sticks, so that there may be no possibility of the ham-
mer binding. See Clearance Dia~ram. pa~e 22.

When convenient, in connection with the skid type
of leaders the steam or air pipe may be extended ap-
proximately half way up the leaders in height before
attaching hose to it. Protect hose from abrasion against
the leaders either by wrapping the hose or by other
means. All projecting surfaces on the side of the lead-
ers that might catch and damage the hose should be
covered in a manner to avoid fOuling the hose line. A
valve should be inserted at the lowest point in the pipe
so that both the pipe and hose can be drained of any
water that might have accumulated between operations.

In hammers having a single sheave in the cylinder
head, the hoisting line should be made fast to the under-
side of the headblock in the case of skid leaders, or to
the boom when hanging leaders are used, then down
through the hammer sheave, up over the headblock or
boom sheave, and down to the hoisting engine. If the
hammer has twin sheaves the same precedure is fol-
lowed except that the hoisting line is reeved double be-
tween the top twin sheaves and the hammer twin
sheavea.
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HAMMER

When hammer is in place in the leaders in accordanc
with the above instructions, examine the steam hose, 0
air hose, to be used ascertaining whether hose ,is free 0
obstructions by allowing steam or air to blow throug
it before attaching to the hammer. Remove all woode
plugs found inserted in openings in the cylinder. Thes
were inserted by the Manufactur~r to prevent the in
gress of foreign material to the interior of the cylinde
during shipment, consequently should any of them b
found to be missing check the inside of the openin
carefully to be certain that no foreign matter ha
entered.

Use the size and grade of hose specified in the tabI
below, unless steam pressure at the boiler is consider
ably in excess of that required at the hammer, or les
striking energy than the hammer is capable of is de
sired, in which event the next size smaller hose ma
be used.

HOSE RECOMMENDATIONS

Hammer Model Ply
18C 6
30C 6
SOC 6
80C 8

Size of Hose
17:4"
lYz"
2"
2Yz"

In using steam hose, steam having more than a slight
degree of SUPER-HEAT is likely to cause the hose to
deteriorate rapidly. AN AIR HOSE SHOULD.,
NEVER BE USED TO CONVEY STEAM.

Connect the hose to the steam or air inlet on the
hammer, Part C4 (as shown in sketch of hammer on
pages 27 and 28 of this Manual). It should be_secured
to the hammer by some sort of a suspension device; i.e.,
a length of wire or rope, in order to relieve the coupling
of the weight of the hose plus the severe forces acting
at this point caused by the jarring action while -the
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hammer is in operation. DO NOT USE A NIPPLE-
attached to the pipe flange-OVER FOUR INCHES
(4") in length. Many patented swivel joints are avail-
able in case the user desires to eliminate the above
attachments. The use of a swivel joint, at the end of the
hose attached to the hammer, is recommended as this
device will obviate the possibility of kinking the hose
and also greatly relieve the tendency to twist the hose
connection at the hammer. However, should a swivel
joint be used, periodic inspection should be given it as
this joint likewise will be subject to excessive jarring
action due to hammer operation.

With the hammer in the leaders and the steam or air
hose properly connected, recheck entire installation
before starting operation. Before swinging the pile
into the leaders hoist the hammer sufficiently to clear
the pile when the latter is in position. Lower the ham-
mer until the base rests directly on the top of the pile
and supports the full weight of the hammer-then
slacken the hoisting line slightly and keep it so at all
times until the pile is driven to the required penetration
and set. THOROUGHLY WARM A COLD HAM-
MER before using, by slowly admitting steam to the
cylinders and allowing the ram to strike a few gentle
blows. This will minimize the possibilities of cracking
the cylinder by more uniformly warming the interior
surfaces and thus reducing the stresses due to the un-
equal expansion of the casting.

During severly cold weather it may be necessary,
when air is to be used as an operating motive power, to
warm the cylinder and other lubricated parts with a
blow torch in order to thaw the oil on these parts and
thereby break the bond which would otherwise prevent
the hammer from starting. It is also advisable to take
the same precautions when using steam.

A cold cylinder rapidly condenses a large amount of
steam supplied to it, and until the cylinder is rid of this
condensate the hammer will perform sluggishly. The
drainage of the cylinders and steam chest is automatic-
ally accomplished.
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When in operation, should it be desirable to diminis
the intensity of the blows, reduce the steam or air pres
sure. This may be effected by either partially closin
the throttle under the operator's control or if circum-
stances permit or warrant it, by decreasing the pressure
at the source of supply.

For the continued satisfactory performance of th
hammer during operation the following inspections
checks and adjustments should be made:

DAILY CHECK

Check all steam or air connections.
Check hammer in leaders for binding.
Lubricate all columns frequently.
Lubricate cams on slide baf frequently.
Lubricate slide bar frequently.

For the first fifty (SO) hours of operation of a new
hammer, check the keys in the ram to compensate for
the compression of the cushion block located at the end
of the piston rod.

Warm up before starting operations.

CHECK END OF'EACH FIFrY (50)
HOURS OF OPERATION

Check cylinder head bolts and nuts.
Check nuts both ends of steam chest.
Check upper column keys.
Check slide bar key and lock nut.
Check ram keys.
Check valve trip key.
Check lower column keys.

Whenever the hammer is not in service or is in tran-
sit it is advisable to plug the steam or air inlet and ex-
hause outlet with soft wooden plugs in order to prevent
the ingress of dirt or foreign matter to the interior of
the steam chest and cylinder. /
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REPAIRS - REPLACEMENTS
CyLINDER BEAD

Prior to replacement of the cylinder head, check the
gasket for any crimping or tears. It is recommended
that a new gasket, any good grade of rubber, be used
rather than replacement of the old one.
CYUNDER

To replace a cylinder the hammer must be com-
pletely dismantled. The channels should first be re-
moved, then the base, after which detach ram from the
piston rod and slide off columns. Next remove the keys
at the cylinder end of the columns (Mark each key and
corresponding column) and withdraw columns out of
holes. All of these operations will be facilitated by
placing the hammer in a horizontal position. Parts
attached to old cylinder which are to be transferred
to the new cylinder can now be removed.

Before attempting to withdraw columns out of either
the base or cylinder, file or chip off any burrs or swell-
ings caused by the keys at the rounded end of the key-
way (slot) in the columns.

In reassembling parts on the new cylinder, reverse
the dismantling procedure just explained. Also refer to
the instructions contained herein covering the installa-
tion of these respective parts.
PISTON AND ROD

In the open type, Super-Vulcan, hammer the simplest
method of installing the integral piston and rod is with
the hammer in a vertical position. An eye bolt screwed
into the end of the large diameter piston facilitates
handling the unit. Before lowering the unit into the
cylinder the two (2) piston rings in the small diameter
piston should be compressed to their normal diamter
and then secured by means of pieces of paper jambed
between the side of the ring and the ring groove at each
end of the gap. This is necessary in order that these
piston rings may enter the small diameter cylinder un-
aided, as they can not be observed or reached at the
time the piston is entering that cylinder. The rings in
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the large diameter piston should be secured in the lik,
manner. Thoroughly clean and lubricate both piston
and cylinders prior to assembly.

If necessary to install, Piston and Rod with the ham
mer in a horizontal position the piston rings on tb
small diameter piston should be secured in the manne
described above prior to assembling piston and rod i
the cylinders. As it is difficult to balance the unit ac-
curately at the time the pistons are entering their re
spective cylinders it is advisable to guide the rod b
means of the end of the rod which has already passe
through, and projects beyond, the small or lower cylin
der, and an eye bolt or rod screwed into the top of th
large or upper piston. In case assembly can riot b
made without undue force-remove and check the pis
ton rings on the small or lower piston, as the rings ma
have become loose in handling or unsprung in the rin
grooves. After installation the clearance between th
piston and cylinder wall should be .002" per inch 0
diameter of the piston.

Prior to attaching the end of the piston rod to the
ram, accurately determine the distance between the
underside of the split-bushing and the top of the ram
cushion with these parts installed in the ram. This'
distance should be from .003"to .001)"MORE than the
thickness of the flange at the lower end of the piston
rod. To diminish this distance, or measurement, inter-
pose a STEEL shim of the correct thickness UNDER-
NEATH the ram cushion. In order to increase this
distance, or measurement, remove the ram cushion and
reduce its thickness by the necessary amount. With
ram keys driven firmly into place, the flanged end of
the piston rod MUST BE FREE to move latterly with
the split-bushing clamped tightly against its seat, or
shoulder, inside of the ram.

Check all alignment and clearances as set forth in
this Manual.
FUTING NEW RAM KEY

Due to unavoidable differences in the taper of the
seats against which the ram keys bear it is necessary to
fit all replacement ram keys to each individual ram.

INSTRUCTION
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The method of doing this is as follows: Remove the
split-bushing, and then insert the ram keys in the slots,
wedging them tightly against the tapered seats.

Place a straightedge across the machined face on top
of the ram and measure the shortest distance, along the
outside of the ram, to the UNDERSIDE of the ram
key. Transfer this same dimension to the OPPOSITE
end of the ram key by measuring DOWNWARD from
the straightedge at that end and record by scribing a
line on the key itself. Plane the edge of the ram key
parallel to a line connecting the scribe marks on the
side of the ram key.

Replace split-bushing and then drive each ram key
as far as possible. Measure distance that the ram key
lacks of being driven to normal position, after which
remove the key and plane off from the flat edge 1/64"
for every additional inch the key must still be driven.
New ram keys are regularly furnished approximately
3/32" oversize in width.

SIDE CHANNELS

To remove the side channels from hammers without
destroying them for future use, necessitates drilling
away only the countersunk head of the rivets attaching
the channels to the cylinder. Slide the channel out of
the machined groove in the base which holds the bot-
tom end of the channel. Remove the threaded portion
of the rivet stud remaining in the cylinder by drilling a
hole in the stud and employing a backing-out tool
(Easyout). When replacing channels slide the channel
through the machined groove in the base and adjust
until the countersunk holes in the channel are opposite
the corresponding tapped holes in the cylinder. Screw
threaded end of a long rivet stud bar into the tapped
hole to the bottom. Bum or cut rivet stud bar off
approximately %" above the web of the channel. Heat
the exposed portion of the rivet stud bar with a torch
and hot rivet flush with the channel web surface. In
case the channel has a tendency to spring away from
the cylinder prior to riveting, temporarily hold it in
place by using a cap screw in one of the holes while
riveting the others.
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FI'I"I'ING NEW COLUMN KEYS r'
Both the upper and lower column keys are regular1y..~

furnished 78" oversize in width. To install-drive kei.;J:
into place as far as possible, just as received, then~
measure the distance that the key lacks of being drive..."
to a normal position-remove the key and plane 0
from the flat edge 1/32" for every additional inch th
key must stilI be driven. Keys at the upper or cylinder,
end must be driven until the large end is flush with the'
inside of the side channel, and the keys at the lower
or base end must be flush with the inside of the hole in
the base, to avoid ram point striking same. Spread the
tines at the small end of the keys with a cold chisel
after driving in accordance with the above.

IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO REMOVE THE
SIDE CHANNELS IN FITTING COLUMN KEYS. .

ALL KEYS AT THE LOWER END OF THE
COLUMNS MUST BE INSERTED AND DRIVEN
FROM THE INSIDE OF THE BASE. If a complete
set of four (4) keys are to be replaced, two (2.) keys of
the set may be driven by inserting a rectangular shaped
bar through the opposite key slot in the base. The'
remaining two (2) keys can only be driven, after in- .
serting, by means of a bar long enough to reach them
with the bar held at an angle through the opening in -
the top of the base.

SUDE BAR - REPLACING. F'I'I"I'ING
If after installing a new slide bar the slide bar key is

found to be too loose, insert sufficient STEEL shims
under the end block to take up the slack. Be sure that
the key and key block are of correct width before deter-
mining thickness of the shims necessary. The distance
between the finished surface on the top of the ram and
the center of the valley formed between the upper and
lower wedges (cams) on the slide bar should also be
carefully checked. These dimensions are as follows:

Moclel Dimensions
~ 23-5/32"

30C 26-3/8"
SOC 30-1/2"
SOC 32-31/32"

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
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SETTING VALVE

Particular care must be taken in setting the valve on
all models of hammers in order to insure maximum
efficiency. Directions in detail for setting the valve are
given herein both in printed instructions and drawing.
(See pages 27 and 2S.) It will be noted that the proced-
ure is the same for all models, the dimensions varying
with the model only. Study this carefully before start-
ing the work of setting the valve and adhere to these
dimensions at all times. (See pages 14-1and IS.)

Check distance "D" from the finished surface on the
top of the ram to the center of the valley formed be-
tween the upper and lower wedges (cams) and if not
correct adjust the slide bar by shimming underneath
the bottom of the end block. Also check dimension "E"
and if incorrect rectify by shimming underneath the
ends of the columns.

Set valve as shown, so as to close steam port with
1/32" lap on each side of the port. This can be accom-
plished by registering the two (2.) lines representing
the width of the steam edge of the valve, that are
scratched on the back end of the valve, with the two (2)
lines scratched on the inside surface of the steam chest
representing a prolongation of the steam port.

With the valve in this position and the ram placed so
as to allow clearance "B" between the finished surface
on the bottom of the ram and the finished surface on
the top of the base, or clearance "c" between the fin-
ished surface on the top of the ram and the finished
surface on the bottom of the cylinder, the trip should
just touch the inclined face of the upper wedge (cam)
with both of its rounded faces at an equal distance "A"
from the front of the slide bar.

If with the trip in this position the keyway in the
valve stem is not in alignment with the keyway in the
trip the existing keyway in the valve stem should be
filled by welding and a new keyway milled out to cor-
respond to that in the trip. While laying out the key-
way in the valve stem secure the trip in position by
using set screw in the hole provided for that purpose.
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INSERTING NEW RAM POINT

The rams in all Super-VUlcan hammers are n
manufactured with a renewable steel point. In 0
to insert a new point in the ram, the ram must first
removed from the hammer. As the neck or small di
eter of the ram point is pressed into the body of
ram-using a pressure varying between SOand
tons-the reverse operation usually requires as great
even greater pressure to be exerted against the flat e
of the neck of the ram point inside of the ram itself
effect the dislodgement of the old ram point. If su
cient pressure is not obtainable to press the old ra
point out, closely spaced holes should be drilled in
neck of the ram point for the fuUdepth and as near t
circumference as possible. This will immediately r,
duce the radial gripping action of the surface of t
neck of the ram point in contact with the ram, and th
lessen the pressure necessary to dislodge the old ra
point in pressing it out. If the surface of the hole in t
ram has not been damaged while removing the old ra
point it should be rebored with a smooth finish wiWr1
corner chamfered ~". When fitting the point to a ster=b:=====
ram the finished diameter of the neck should exceed t"
finished diameter of the hole in the ram by .0005"f,
every inch of neck finished diameter in order to obtai
a press fit of 50 tons. For the same press fit in a se
steefram the neck should be made oversize .001" p
inch of finished diameter. The neck of the new raDlb======
point at the shoulder should be turned to have as/IS I
radius fillet. Before inserting a new ram point in
STEEL ram lubricate the surface of the hole in
ram and likewise the sUrfaceof the neck of the new ra;J , ('
point with a MEDIUM GRADE of MACHINE or
mixed with a small amount of graphite. White lead an
oil may be SUbstituted for oil and graphite if the r,
is made of semi-steel. While pressing wipe off aU ex,
cess oil or white lead that accumulates on the surfac
of the seat in the ram, as the shoulder of the ram poin
MUST bear hard and evenly on the seat in the ra
when pressing is completed.

All replacement ram points are furnished with th,
necked portion rough turned to approximately ~f-------
larger than the original finished diameter of the hoIin the ram. .
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BASES BASES
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McDERMID FORM

This form of base is intended only for driving round wooden
piles. It is provided with a circular shaped cavity in which is
placed a round steel plate, illustrated above. The plate rellts OIl
the head of the pile and the full weight of hammer is bome by

. f f ba h . 1 and in conjunction with the plate. The illustration above shows the proper relationship
This orm 0 se as a .comca recess . th : of pile plate and hammer when driving.

suitable accessories pernuts the adaptation o.f hammer to. e
driving of any kind of pile. Round wooden piles c~ be dnven The plate is inserted through a horizontal opening in aide of
by allowing the end of pile to ente~ base until the Side of rec~.. base. To prevent escape of plate the opening is closed by means
rests on top of chamfered end of pile as shown above. The pile of a door which is held securely in place by a bolt. The door
must not, however, project berond the shoul.der a~ the dtc?~ .~ompl~telf fills the opening and conforms to the contour of cav-
conical recess. To prevent this fr~m occtu"?ng wh enpla

n
t f : Ity on Its mner edge.

wooden piles having a small butt diameter either tee or
Standard Bases or the Dished Cap for Standard Bases ShOuld,' When the pile is soft or the driving exceptionally hard this
be used. They are also advantageous in the case of large soft form of base obviates the necessity of placing a Plate or Dished
piles or when difficult driving is encountered. : Cap on top of pile before driving, as required when employing a

.' . rder' standard form of base. In addition to the protection afforded
The hammer must be equipped With t!rlls fo~ pt ba~pm ; any head of pile, the plate stops pile at the correct poetiOl1 for driv-

to use the Driving Heads for concrete pi es, t h:: f the ing, and prevents piles of small diameter from entering opening
of the Helmets for sheet piles. In this case allteD . t!0ID Heads, provided for ram point.
base rests directly upon the upper surface of ~vmg erial,
Pipe Caps or Helmets; the ring, enclosing c~onmg mat to The McDermid Base is interchangeable with the Standard
and which enters the conical recess, has suffiCient clearance ' Base on hammers of the same size.
assure that base does not ride upon it.

Standard Bases are interchan/iCeable with the McD~ form
described on opposite page, on hammers of the same SIZe.

STANDARD (SOUD) FORM

Piles, or wooden cushion bIocb, having a steel band around
the top should not be driven with hammer fitted with this form
of base.
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The first function of a lubricant is that of reducing
wear, and to this end it is most important that oil and
grease of the proper type, quality and grade be used.
Failure to use the proper type and amounts of lubricant .1
can ruin your hammer in a very short time. '

The only parts of the hammer requiring lubrication
are the interior of the cylinders, valve, slide bar and the
columns. Owing to the unsatisfactory functioning- of
an automatic cylinder lubricator on this type of ham-
mer when attached or built into the hammer, as well as
the necessity and inconvenience of refilling such a
lubricator after having laid the hammer down on its
side, between driving operations (as is customary when
no leaders are used) a lubricator forming an integral
part of a hammer is not furnished. It,is recommended
instead that a sight feed, or other type of lubricator, be
installed in the pipe line convenient to the operator,
thus allowing the oil to be carried along by the steam
to the cylinder and valve. Cylinder oil for saturated
steam should be used. The same method applies when
using air except that a special lubricator and a suitable
grade of oil is required.

Cylinder oils of the following viscosity. (iaybolt at
210°F.) are recommended under temperature ranges
set opposite each:

Atmospheric Temperature Viscosity
100°F. or Above 140

40° F. to 100°F. 120 Under the assumption that air is compressed isother_
0° F. to 040°F. l~g mally, that is, at constant temperature, or allowed to
Below 0 F. . cool af~er comp~essionto atmospheric temperature, be-

As the maximum efficiency of t~e ~peration of the •fore uSIng,the lIsted free air capacity is increased 90%.
hammer is enhanced by proper lubncation the co~~s An allowance of about 10% to cover leakage and other
should be swabed with a HEA v.y grad~ of machme oil losses should be added. The precise size of capacity of
two to three times a day or dunng a shift. a compressor cannot be determined unless all of the

Lubrication of the slide bar, cams and ~alve tri~ are circumstan~es under which it is to operate are known.
equally important. These should be lubnc~ted WIth a i The reheatmg of the air in the reservoir will materially
HEAVY grade of machine oil two to three times a day. , reduce consumption. To obtain the volume of air in the

Don't try to economize on lubrication by using.a com~ress~dcondition multiply the figures shown in the
cheap or improper oil. Don't use reclaimed or recoluti- SpeCIficatIonsby 0.119. The capacity of an air COm-
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tioned oil. When the hammer is not in Use keep ALL
moving parts thoroughly covered with oil, including
interior of cylinder and steam chest. Clean this off and
re-Iubricate before putting the hammer in operationagain.

AIR CONSUMPTION - BOILER CAPACITY-AIR CONSUMPTION

The volume of free air, in cubic feet per minute, re-
quired to operate each model of the Super-Vulcan
hammers is set out under the respective SPECIFICA_
TIONS in this manual. The air consumption as stated
is the equivalent volume of air at atmospheric pressure
and temperature which must be compressed to the stip-
ulated pressure for Usein the hammer. It is based upon
filling the space swept through by the piston on the
down stroke up to the point of cut-off, plus the volume
of the ports and the clearance volume at the bottom
end of the cylinder, with air adiabatically compressed
to SO pounds per square inch and which is utilized in

)the hammer before any appreciable COOlinghas oc-. !curred.
;

To allow for some cooling, volumetric efficiency of
the compressor used and the losses due to leakage in

. the pipe line and elsewhere, a compressor having a free
'air capacity of approximately 25% in excess of that
:specified should be used.
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pressor to supply a group of hammers working on the
same site may be less than the sum of the volume of air
required to operate each hammer individually, as the
simultaneous operation of all of the hammers at their
maximum rate of consumption would rarely occur. ~

BOILER CAPACITY j
The boiler capacity required to continually operate

the various models of hammers when burning a good
grade of coal under natural draught is set out in the
specifications of the respective model in this manual 1
Forcing smaller boilers have at times been successful, "\
but it is advisable to have ample boiler capacity and the •
best results will be obtained by adhering to the recom- :
mendations given. Higher rates of evaporation are also ~...'
obtainable by the use of oil fuel without forcing the
draught. Thoroughly lagging the boiler will also mate-
rially increase its steaming capacity. The quality of •
feed water, cleanliness of the boiler, and condition of '"~
the tubes are factors further affecting the steam capa-
city of the boiler. In determining the ratings as given
in the specifications 12 SQUARE FEET OF BOILER
HEATING SURFACE has been assumed to develop
one (1) boiler horsepower. This is a very conservative
allowance and may be much less for some types of boil-
ers, particularly those with large fire-boxes, or horizon-
tal tube types. A boiler of less capacity than that rec-
ommended would suffice when driving periods are of
relative short duration with long intervals of rest in
between. As the proper working steam pressure at. the
hammer is 120 pounds per square inch, steam should
be supplied from a boiler generating steam at a some-
what higher pressure, depending upon length and diam-
eter of the piping, together with the hose between the
boiler and the hammer. Should it be desired or neces-
sary to use steam generated at a much higher pressure
than this it can be reduced to the proper pressure be-
fore reaching the hammer by throttling through a valve
or by using a smaller size of hose and pipe line than
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that specified. In this manner the pressure would drop,
due to the friction in the steam line.

In view of the difficulty of lubricating the valve and
the resulting damage therefrom to packing and hose,
the use of steam that is super-heated more than SO°to
75° F. should be avoided. Its use even with this low
super-heat will, however, show a saving in steam con-sumption.

CLEARANCES
Clearance Between the Cylinder and the Piston:

Clearance
~ Large Piston Small Piston

ISC .015" to .017" .010" to .012"
30C .020" to .022" .012" to .014"
SOC .025" to .027" .015" to .017"
SOC .033" to .035" .020" to .022"

Side clearance and gap-Piston ring and groove:
Clearance

Large Piston Small Piston
Model Side Gap Side Gap
ISC 0.002" 1/16" 0.002" 1/16"
30C 0.002" 1/16" 0.002" 1/16"
SOC 0.002" 1/16" 0.002" 1/16"
SOC 0.002" 1/16" 0.002" 1/16"

Clearance-Valve stem in Open steam chest bushing,
and Closed steam chest bushing is:

AU Models . 0.0015"
Clearance between Column and Ram:

All Models 1/16"

When column holes in ram are worn so that this
clearance exceeds %" it is advisable to restore them to
the original dimension, as the slight twisting of the ram
which then occurs under an eccentric or off center blow
may ultimately cause the piston rod to break.

General clearance of the hammer in the leaders, and
as regards all other rigging are shown in sketch andtable on page 22.

<t"
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MAJOR OVERHAUL
Under aver.,e operating conditions, it is advisable to

completely overhaul Super-Vulcan pile hammers every
400-500 hours of use.

When in need of major overhaul, it is highly recom-
mended that the hammer be taken to an authorized
Vulcan Iron Works Distributor, who is eqUipped with
the special and necessary tools and equipment to prop-
erly overhaul the hammer. In case the address of the
local distributor is not known, communicate with the
Vulcan Iron Works, 327 N. Bell Ave., Chicago, m,
and this information will be immediately supplied.

After the hammer has been completely dis-assem-
bled, all parts should be thoroughly cleaned and care-
fully inspected. Check all clearances with those given
in this manual, to determine the extent of wear and
whether or not the part of parts need replacing. The
SUCce81 of the overhauling job depends very largely
upon the care and cleanliness used in the assembly of
the hammer. Avoid dirt, grit and foreign matter, and
properly oil u auembled.

After complete assembly and check, the hammer
should be placed in the leaders and lowered on a pile
to be driven. Allow the hammer to be thoroughly
warmed up before starting. Upon starting open the
throttle .. owly to a point where the hammer is striking
approximately twenty (20) blows per minute. Allow
operation at this rate for approximately one (1) hour.
Stop the hammer and recheck and lubricate the entire
assembly.

CAUTION - DO NOT USE REPLACEMENT
PARTS OTHER THAN THOSE MANUFAC-
TURED BY THE VULCAN IRON WORKS.
THESE PARTS ARE OBTAINABLE FROM ANY
AND ALL DISTRIBUTORS OF THE VULCAN
IRONWORKS,

lNSTRUCTION MANUAL
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BOW TO ORDER PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES
Refer to the assembly drawing in this manual that

identifies the part or parts with a number and a line
pointing to the part or parts. Refer to the name of the
part or parts as given in this manual and USE THIS
NAME in ordering parts (see pages 29 and 30).

To expedite the filling of parts orders, the part num-
ber MUST be given as well as the PART NAME.

Parts orders should read as follows:

(A) MODEL AND SERIAL NUMBER of the
hammer.

(13) PART NUMBER AND NAME.

(C) Quantity required.

(D) Specific shipping instructions.

Parts are F.O.B. factory.

Prices quoted on parts are subject to chance without
notice. •



SHEAVE TYPE CYLINDER HEAD

50----. , '. SP2

Sp-.

HSl 7<11

HS

~02
I 01

SOl I o
SG2 I

HH
Part Name Part Name
HH Cylinder Head Sheave Type
HS Sheave
HSI Sheave Bushing
o OilPipe
01 PipeCoupq
02 Pipe Plac

WITII 1fT'a.ftiiIl.B"

03 Street Elbow
SG Sheave Guard
SGI Sheave Guard Plate
SG2 Sheave Guard Rivet
SP Sheave Pin
SP2 Cotter Pin

,BULin) FOR.·~OF-'.AiE-
Part Name- - SUPER-VULCAN PILE HAMMERC Cylinder
Cl Cylinder Head Stud
C2 Tap Bolt for Steam Chest
C4 PipeBushing
Cli Nut Locks for C2 Ct~ .. ;-P' ,~. H

./ I "'....~ • 0- _
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HH Part Name

~
I~ -~

Part Name

Cylinder Head Sheave Type
Sheave
Sheave Bushinc
on Pipe
Pipe CoapJiq

... Pipe~

f.' - BDOIP .. " W'fIII1i-ft
~ !!!!!!!
C Cylinder
Cl Cylinder Head Stud
C2 Tap Bolt for Steam Chest
C4 Pipe Bushing
C5 Nut Locb for C2
DW Double-Wedge
DWI Rivet Pin for Double-

Wedge
EB EndBlock
*0 Column
OK Column Key
H Cylinder Head (Bar

Type)
J Side Channela
Jl Bottom Plate
J2 Rivet for Bottom Plate
J3 Rivet Studs for Side

Channela
KB KeyBlock
L Split Bushing
P Piston and Rod
PI Large Piston RinK
P2 Small Piston RinK
P3 Eye Bolt for Piston
R Ram

Rl Set Screw and Lock Nut
RC Ram Cushion
RCI Eye Bolt for Ram CUlhion
RK RamKe)'
RKP Cotter Pin for Ram Key
RP RamPoJnt
S Valve Stem
SB SolidBa ..
T Trip
TK TripKey
U Vat.. Spring
Ul Rivet for Spring
V Valve
W SlideBar
WK Key for Slide Bar
Y Blind Steam Chest Head
.Yl Bushing for Blind Head
Z . Open Steam Chest Head
ZI BUlhing for Open Head

*The columna are not aU the
same. When orderiDc. call
the column at the slid. bar
No.1; then count to the left
2,3 and 4.

Street Elbow
Sheave Guard
Sheave Guard Plate
Sheave Guard Rivet
Sheave Pin
Cotter Pin

SUPER-VULCAN PILE HAMMER

C I

ex

R

~2 r===J ira

P
2

L

LIST OF PAR.TS

A stock of duplicate parts
is maintained at Chicago for
all sizes of Hammers listed
having the standard jaws
therein indicated. Immedi-
ate shipment of any part de-
sired can be effected upon
receipt of an explicit order.
To avoid delay, or error, in
shipment it is advisable to
designate part wanted by
the name and symbol listed

above. The size, or serial
number, of hamme.r... .for
which the part is intended
must also be stated.

The serial number of
hammer is stenciled in large
figures on the outside of cyl-
inder on same side as steam
chest. The size is cast in
large figures near bottom of
cylinder.



~ ~
C Cylinder
Cl Cylinder Head Stud
C2 Tap Bolt for Steam Chest
C4 Pipe Bushing
CIS Nut Locb for C2
DW Double-Wedge
DW! Rivet Pin for Double-

Wedge
EB End Block
*0 Column
OK Column Key
H Cylinder Head (Bar

Type)
J Side Channels
Jl Bottom Plate
J2 Rivet for Bottom Plate
J3 Rivet Studl for Side

Channels
KB Key Block
L Split BuahiDg
MB McDermid Base
MB! Bolt for McDermid Door
MD McDermid Door
MP McDermid Plate
P Pilton and Rod
PI Large Pilton Ring
P2 Small Pilton Ring
P3 Eye Bolt for Piston
R Ram
Rl Set Screw and Lock Nut
RC Ram CUlhion
RCI Eye Bolt for Ram Cushion
RK RamKey
RKP Cotter Pin for Ram K.,.
RP RamPamt
S ValveStem
SB SoUd'"
T Trip
TE TripE.,.
U Val.. Sprinc
Ul Rivet for Spring
V Valve
W SlideBar
WK Key for Slide Bar
Y Blind Steam Chest Head
YI BuahiDgfor Blind Head
Z Open Steam Chest Had
Z! BUlhingfor Open Had

*The columna are not all the
same. When orderiDc. call
the column at the slide bar
No.1; then count to the left
2.3 and 4.

SUPER-VULCAN PILE HAMMER
MTENTID

/~\_". H

4.13 ...,
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C4
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T

RK
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L

R

LIST OF PAR.TS

A stock of duplicate parts
is maintained at Chicago for
all sizes of Hammers listed
having the standard jaws
therein indicated. Immedi-
ate shipment of any part de-
sired can be effected upon
receipt of an. explicit order.
To avoid delay, or error, in
shipment it is advisable to
designate part wanted by
the name and symbol listed

above. The size, or serial
number, of hammer for
which the part is iAtended
must also be stated.

The serial number of
hammer is stenciled in large
figures on the outside of cyl-
inder on same side as steam
chest. The size is cast in
large figures near bottom of
cylinder. N
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